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Fill Your Backpack Game 
Instructions: Fun for two or more players! 
1. Listen to the vocabulary words below on the audio and repeat aloud.  
2. Print the game pieces on card stock and cut them out.  
3. To make each game piece stand up, use a small round ball of clay or similar item as a base. 
4. Print and cut out a set of vocabulary cards for each player. Put all cards on a table together face up. 
5. Print the game board. Each player places his/her game piece on any picture on the game board. 
6. Take turns rolling the die and moving the number of spaces on the die. 
7. Decide which direction everyone should move on the board, clockwise or counterclockwise. 
8. When a player lands on a square, he/she says the word aloud in Spanish and takes that picture card. 
9. If a player rolls the die and lands on an item he/she has, then player stays there and takes no card. 
10. Once a player has one of each card, player can roll the die on his/her next turn to go to school. 
11. First one to get to school with all the items wins! 

Materials Needed: 
one die, card stock, clay or similar item, scissors 
         
Vocabulary Words: 
José = Joe  la mochila = the backpack el cuaderno = the notebook   la torta = the sandwich 
María = Mary el lápiz = the pencil  el libro = the book    la fruta = the fruit 
Pedro = Pete el bolígrafo = the pen  la calculadora = the calculator  el jugo = the juice 
Rosa = Rose  el papel = the paper  la botella de agua = the bottle of water    el dinero = the money 
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Spanish for You! Fill Your Backpack Game Pieces 

For fun color your game piece! 

Did you know? All Spanish for You! pictures are hand drawn by a kid for kids! 

José María Pedro Rosa
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Spanish for You! Fill Your Backpack Vocabulary Cards 

la mochila el lápiz el bolígrafo el papel

el cuaderno el libro la calculadora la botella de agua

la torta la fruta el jugo el dinero
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Spanish for You! Fill Your Backpack GAME BOARD: 
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María can only 
go this way.

María can only 
go this way.

José can only 
go this way.

José can only 
go this way.

ESCUELA 
(school)

Rosa can only 
go this way.

Rosa can only 
go this way.

Pedro can only 
go this way.

Pedro can only 
go this way.
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